
This flexible rod is designed with a special screw-in thread for use for tube cleaner brushes, part 

numbers 5354, 5356, 5365, 5368, and 5391. The rod can be extended by 30 inch increments 

by attaching part number 5346. The flexibility is ideal for adjusting to clean curved pipes, such as 

sight-glasses on large tanks and hoses used for transferring liquids from one tank to another.

Easy Connection

End-piece easily connects with tube brushes or the 
Extension Rod 5346 to increase the length of the brushes

Hanging Hole

The hanging hole allows 
for easy storage that lets 
the brush drain

Strong and Flexible

Stainless steel flexible rod guides tube 
brushes through pipes

Stainless Steel Flex Rod Handle
Series 5351



Colors
When ordering, add the color digit to the  
base part number to denote color.

21 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The Color-Coding System
Remco and Vikan® brands offer an integrated color-coding system to help mitigate the risk 

of cross-contamination in food processing facilities. With an array of color-coded tools and 

storage brackets, and years of experience building effective  

color-coding systems, the experts at Remco Products Corporation 

can help you effectively apply color-coding to divide and identify 

different zones or processing tasks. As a result, workers can 

more easily comply with material handling and hygienic cleaning 

procedures to maintain stringent food safety standards. 

Please see the full-line catalog for a complete list of Remco™ and Vikan® products.

 Brackets  Brooms Brushes Shovels Scrapers Squeegees Tubs Pails 
 

Fully updated product specifications are available at Vikan.com.

Stainless Steel Flex Rod Handle
5351

Use with any compatible tube brush 

to clean out pipes and drains. Get the 

ultimate in flexibility by combining it 

with part number 5346 to increase its 

length in 30” increments. The stainless 

steel is FDA-compliant, durable, and 

flexible. 

Specifications:

Length: 30.3”

Width: 0.2”

Height: 0.2”

FDA-Compliant Raw Material: Yes

Material: Polypropylene/SS

Unit Weight: 0.27 lbs.
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